
Ozone Accessories
Ozone therapy can be used in a wide variety of ways. We have
high quality accessories that can be used to expand your system
to achieve practically any goal. Glassware, bags, adapters,
tubing; if you need it, we can probably provide it. More
accessories are available at www.promolife.com.

Why choose

Promolife offers the best support in the industry, before and after
the sale. We can help you find exactly what you need. Use our
instructional videos to set everything up quickly. We are also
available by phone, email or Skype for all your questions.

Ozone Water Bubbler
(PL-6) $99.95

1000 ml - Used for bubbling ozone into water for
drinking or sanitation purposes. Marked for easy
measurement. The built in ozone destruct traps
any excess ozone so it can’t enter the room.
Comes with an extra stopper for storage.

Ozone Humidifier
(PL-9A) $119.95

The 200ml ozone humidifier is used to humidify
ozone before using it for insufflations. This
makes the ozone less drying. An ozone destruct
is recommended because it takes several
minutes to saturate the water before use. Ozone
through saturated water has the same ozone
output as regular ozone.

Ozone Oil Bubbler
(PL-8) $119.95

The 200ml oil bubbler is used to bubble ozone
through oil before breathing it or for making small
batches of ozonated oil. An ozone destruct is
recommended to keep excess ozone from
entering the room.

Ozone Cups
(PL-10A) 1” $59.95 (PL-10) 2” $69.95
(PL-11) 3” $79.95 (PL-12) 4” $89.95

Cups let you focus ozone on one spot of the
body. 1, 2, 3 and 4” cups available. 5” or 6”
custom sizes are available upon request. Built-
in destruct keeps ozone from entering the room.

Ozone Water Bubbler/Humidifier Combination
(PL-22) 500ml $149.95
(PL-23) 1000ml $164.95

Lets you switch between humidifying or ozonating
water using a 3-way switch. Save money over
buying a bubbler and humidifier separately.

IV Saline Drip System
(PL-OZOIV5) 500ml $365.00
(PL-OZOIV10) 1000ml $395.00

The Ozone IV System is used to ozonate saline
solutions for IV drip modalities. Available in two
sizes. Made to order. Please call or email with
questions or to order.

Large Humidifier
(PL-500HUM) 500ml $124.95
(PL-1000HUM) 1000 ml $139.95

A larger version of our ozone humidifier, in either
500ml or 1000ml. 500ml jar comes with a stand.
The 1000ml does not need one.

Large Oil Bubbler
(PL-500OIL) 500ml $124.95
(PL-1000OIL) 1000ml $139.95

A larger version of our ozone oil bubbler, in either
500ml or 1000ml. The 500ml comes with a
stand. The 1000ml does not need one.

Ozone Trap
(PL-O3TRAP) $85.00

Traps any excess oil from overflowing into a
device. Ideal when making ozonated oils. this
piece is included in the Ozonated Oil Making
System.

Glass Ozone Syringes
(PL-50ML) 50ml $105.00
(PL-100ML) 100ml $125.00

All-glass syringes for exact ozone extraction.
50ml or 100ml. Also available with resuable
insufflation bag and catheters.
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How do I order?

Visit us online or call us to place your order.

www.promolife.com
1-888-742-3404 | info@promolife.com

Full Body Ozone Bag
(O3BAG) $59.95

For administering ozone to the
entire body. Simple to use,
durable, three feet wide by seven
feet long, with ozone resistant
materials.

Earscope
(PL-16) Standard $49.95
(PL-16TEF) Teflon $49.95

Ideal for insufflating ozone into the ears.
Available in standard or Teflon. Best when
used with an ozone humidifier.

Reusable Insufflation Bag
(PL-INSBAG) $79.95

Our 1000ml reusable ozone insufflation bag
is made out of ozone-resistant Teflon and
makes insufflations easy. Store ozone in the
bag until you’re ready to use it.

Teflon Limb Bag
(PL-TEF) $39.95

12”x24”. The Ozone Resistant Teflon Bag for
ozone therapy is 100% Teflon (PTFE). Teflon
will not break down when in contact with
ozone. Target ozone on an arm or leg easily.

Kynar Limb Bag
(PL-KYN) $69.95

25” x 12”. Ozone resistant bag to target ozone
on an arm or leg; pre-installed Kynar fitting
with an on and off position makes it easy to
use.

Syringe Filling System
(PL-14) $125.95

The filling system allows you to easily fill
multiple syringes without needing to turn off the
ozone generator. Syringes attach easily via
Luer lock or tubing.

Medical use only. Please contact us with
questions.

3-way Stopcock
(PL-3WAYSC) $11.95

Three-way dial allows you to divert ozone from
one application to another easily. Ozonate
water in one jar, then flip the switch to ozonate
oil in another or direct ozone to a destruct.
There are many possibilities.

Ozone Destruct System
(OZDEST) $49.95

A three-way switch allows you to divert ozone
into a specific application or into the destruct to
keep excess ozone out of the room. Ideal for
humidified insufflations with standard
humidifiers, which require several minutes to
fully saturate the water before insufflating.

Ozonated Oil Making System
(PL-17) $249.00

Make your own ozonated oils with the Promolife Ozone
Oil Making System. Includes oil bubbler, stand, oil trap,
destruct, tubing and accessories. The ozone trap is
designed to catch any oil that might escape from the oil
bubbler. The ozone destruct keeps excess ozone from
entering the room. This is ideal because it can take a
long period of time to fully saturate an oil.

All of Promolife's
Ozone Glassware is
made with Class A
Laboratory Grade
Borosilicate Glass.
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